
 Welcome to Honors Chemistry, 
 The next school year will be an exciting time in Honors Chemistry! We are working on integrating 

 phenomena based NGSS learning into our curriculum in the form of storylines.  We will be using key Chemistry 
 concepts to explain the world around us, exploring these concepts by using labs and newly developed skills. 

 We will also be implementing a “badge” system. The purpose of this system will be to help you and me 
 keep track of your work and progress in the class, while earning digital badges along the way.  You need to 
 earn the badge to qualify for a retest. 

 As you are aware, this is an honors level course.  As we learn Chemistry concepts throughout the year, 
 we will also be working to prepare you for future higher level science courses. Certain expectations come 
 along with these higher level classes. You can expect to begin to learn scientific writing in the form of lab 
 reports and analyzing scientific data.  In addition, there is the expectation that any classwork that is not 
 completed in class will be finished as homework that same day.  Don’t stress out!  It won’t be hours of 
 homework--just enough to keep the thought processes going.  Finally, Honors Chemistry has a summer 
 assignment.  You can find this assignment at the bottom of this letter, email us if you have questions. 

 We can’t wait to see you in the August, 

 Honors Chemistry Team (  sdabney@rlas-116.org  ,  mzambelli@rlas-116.org  ,  bsanchez@rlas-116.org  ) 

 Videos and worksheets for Summer Work: 
 Purpose and Lab 
 6 Steps to Formulate a STRONG Hypothesis | Scribbr 🎓 
 Pay attention to Step 5… especially #2 and #3.  You have been working on #1, this year we will be working on 
 these types (2 and 3) of hypotheses. 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yqioa8Njhh 
 Significant figures 
 Look at the following 
 https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1snPh2AezsQr9alLLTjqzZkfEK3FmQzcAr1pnforzQOI/copy?usp=sharin 
 g 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtwyWKnnm_I 
 https://www.khanacademy.org/math/arithmetic-home/arith-review-decimals/arithmetic-significant-figures-tutorial 
 /v/significant-figures 
 Try these problems 
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mONDNQ62jYhyFISgSZHQvXQ8pLEQgto3-0coNVzfFGI/copy 
 Conversions 
 Watch the following 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HH-jCJKaPUs 
 https://www.khanacademy.org/math/geometry-home/geometry-volume-surface-area/geometry-volume-rect-pris 
 m/v/conversion-between-metric-units 
 Density 
 What is Density? How to Calculate Density 
 Try these problems 
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vK8pj20LXi0zYRFyOFV8Q9cnnM8wNa71RZaBjNomY8Q/copy 
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